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Care Instructions | Unframed Artworks 

 

The majority of our artworks will be delivered rolled in sturdy acid free cardboard tubes, packaged with tissue paper which 

is also acid free.  

 

While we recommend framing your artwork as soon as possible artworks can sustain being kept in this packaging for a 

good period of time. When choosing a suitable storage area for the unframed artworks please keep in mind that they are 

most happy in well insulated areas with a steady temperature and not in attics or damp places. The tubes will not protect 

against damp.   

 

When handling unframed artworks it is vital to work in a clean, dry area and either use cotton gloves or have very clean 

hands. It is also important to touch the paper as little as possible. 

 

When opening your unframed prints we recommend that you give your artwork to a good framer who will be experience 

with flattening a rolled print.    

 

Care Instructions | Framed Artworks 

 

All our frames are conservation standard with 48% UV protection as standard and use the highest quality framers in 

London. However the artworks continue to be delicate even when framed. 

 

We recommend looking after your artwork by adhering to the following guidelines: 

- It is important to not hang your artwork in direct sunlight and avoid a south facing wall wherever possible.  

- As differences in temperature can negatively impact artworks please avoid hanging works directly next to or 

above radiators or under spotlights.  Also avoid hanging artwork against the interior of the wall of the outside 

building.  

- The majority of our bespoke made framing is made of natural materials. TAG Fine Arts cannot accept 

responsibility for any naturally occurring changes to such materials including but not limited to warping, distortion 

or other shape changes, differences in colour or shade, and natural imperfections that appear. Looking after the 

works as above can help prevent these changes. 

- Clean your artworks using a soft cotton cloth and a light mist, water or glass cleaner. Do not use tissue as this can 

scratch the Perspex or glass, and please avoid spraying detergents.  

 

Care Instructions | Sculpture 

Dust your sculpture with a dry cotton cloth. If your sculpture is marble you can lightly spray the cloth with water but marble 

is porous so please avoid over wetting the work. 


